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language of the stars, Piercing the darkness with
I am drawn to this spark of light, that speaks in gentle tones:

arrows of emotion.
Seducing me in the pale light, pale light of the moon.

We run happily

For Perusal Only
o-ver the earth and hide be-neath the lay-ers of pro-tec-tive leaves that have
hid__others just like us.
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Your eyes—speak the distant language of the stars,

(unison)
Piercing the darkness with arrows of emotion, I am drawn to this spark of light.
that speaks in gentle tones;  Se-ducing me in the pale light, pale light of the moon.
We run happily over the earth and hide beneath the layers of pro...
tec-tive leaves that have hid-others just like us.
I gaze now into your eyes.
They are twinkling back, searching my own deep pools of love.
for only you.
You see all that I am feeling, all that I have kept in...
side of me. You wade cautiously into their depths,
and soon are swimming on the tide of
my delirium. I gaze now...
They are twinkling back,

in to your eyes.
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searching my own deep pools of love for only
You see all...
that I am feeling all that I have kept inside of me.
You wade cautiously into their depths, and soon are...
swimming on the tide of my delirium.
Searching my own deep pools of love for only
Our love is a
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Our love is a song sung only
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by the early bird, and heard only by those who sacrifice to hear it.
But straining they do,
And it is perfection, perfection, perfection, perfection,

And it is perfection, perfection, perfection, perfection,
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Fec tion. Our love is a song, Sung for only you and it...
Sing to me,

Sing to me.
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